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*Create and grow 3D models of herbaceous (non-woody) plants. *Simulate plant growth and structure over the life cycle to
create lifelike images. *Create, animate, and breed a wide variety of plants. *Generate plant families easily by selection and
variation. *Supports dynamic textures and physics. *Export for use in other applications and games. *Supports 3D models

created in 3D Studio Max, Maya and Blender. *Export to XSI, FBX, AVI, MOV, and more. *Create unique, custom 3D objects.
*Create 2D plant illustrations (JPG, PNG, TGA, BMP, etc.) *Draw plant art (pencil, paintbrush, marker, etc.) *View full

description. PlantStudio is a set of tools for plant modeling, illustration, and animation. It uses a parameter-driven simulation of
plant growth and structure to simulate herbaceous (non-woody) plants, which can be grown over their life cycles to produce

images of the plants at any age. PlantStudio simulates plant growth and structure using the following four variables: - Volume -
Increases with growth. - Number - Increases with growth. - Length - Increases with growth, but not as quickly as volume.

- Angle - Decreases as plants grow and are bent over, like grass or sunflowers. You can "grow" plants over their life cycle to
produce images of lifelike plants at any age. You can design, animate and breed a wide variety of plants. By using the

"evolutionary arts" of variation and selection in the plant breeder, you can quickly and easily create whole families of unique
plants for your 3D scenes. Note: To get PlantStudio to stop asking you to register it, paste this registration name and code into
the program's registration window: Registration Name: PlantStudio is now free Registration Code: 574 127 4255 PlantStudio

Description: *Create and grow 3D models of herbaceous (non-woody) plants. *Simulate plant growth and structure over the life
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cycle to create lifelike images. *Create, animate, and breed a wide variety of plants. *Generate plant families easily by selection
and variation. *Supports dynamic textures and physics. *Export for use in
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PlantStudio is a free version of 3D PlantLab, a 3D plant simulation program written by several researchers at the University of
Washington. Registering for free gives you access to the following features in PlantStudio: - Create and edit meshes of real
plants in real-time (and preview and animate the changes in real-time) - Add, edit and delete plant groups and individuals -
Grow and breed plants over their life cycles, producing lifelike images at any age - Designed and animated for digital art and
visual effects, PlantStudio can be used to create all kinds of plant images and animations for games, advertisements, music
videos, movie trailers, cartoons, etc. - Save your designs as.fdb files for use in other 3D applications, such as 3D Studio Max,
Sketchup and Zbrush - Export your designs to other software, including 3ds Max, Sketchup and Zbrush. - Import image
sequences, such as the 3D models in Photoshop or the video clips in After Effects and animate them in real-time in 3D space. -
Import common formats such as.ply,.obj and.fbx - Import high-resolution photos to create realistic textures - Export as scene
files for use in Unity, Unreal, etc. - Plant Studio is fully compatible with PlantLab. - Use our wonderful free font set (licensed
under the Creative Commons ShareAlike 3.0 license) - Add plant species to the.ply format (for use in 3ds Max or Sketchup) -
Full documentation of all features Create or edit plant mesh objects in real-time. Choose from a large collection of plant
species, create your own, or import 3D models. Create, edit and delete plant groups, individuals and family relationships Grow
and breed plants over their life cycles. PlantStudio uses evolution to mutate, select, grow and reproduce plant specimens,
creating whole families of unique plants. Save your designs as.fdb files. Use the PlantStudio save option to save a.ply or.obj file
for use in other 3D software packages, like 3ds Max or Sketchup. Export your designs to other software, including 3ds Max,
Sketchup and Zbrush Import common file formats, like.ply,.obj and.fbx

What's New in the?

PlantStudio is an easy-to-use botanical illustration application that can create 3D plant meshes and 2D illustrations.   PlantStudio
simulates herbaceous (non-woody) plants like wildflowers and cut flowers, vegetables, weeds, grasses, and herbs using a
parameter-driven simulation of plant growth and structure. You can "grow" plants over their life cycles, producing lifelike
images at any age. You can design, animate and breed a wide variety of plants. By using the "evolutionary arts" of variation and
selection in the plant breeder, you can quickly and easily create whole families of unique plants for your 3D scenes. Note: To
get PlantStudio to stop asking you to register it, paste this registration name and code into the program's registration window:
Registration Name: PlantStudio is now free Registration Code: 574 127 4255   PlantStudio Description: PlantStudio is an easy-
to-use botanical illustration application that can create 3D plant meshes and 2D illustrations.   PlantStudio simulates herbaceous
(non-woody) plants like wildflowers and cut flowers, vegetables, weeds, grasses, and herbs using a parameter-driven simulation
of plant growth and structure. You can "grow" plants over their life cycles, producing lifelike images at any age. You can design,
animate and breed a wide variety of plants. By using the "evolutionary arts" of variation and selection in the plant breeder, you
can quickly and easily create whole families of unique plants for your 3D scenes. Note: To get PlantStudio to stop asking you to
register it, paste this registration name and code into the program's registration window: Registration Name: PlantStudio is now
free Registration Code: 574 127 4255   PlantStudio Description: PlantStudio is an easy-to-use botanical
illustration application that can create 3D plant meshes and 2D illustrations.   PlantStudio simulates herbaceous (non-woody)
plants like wildflowers and cut flowers, vegetables, weeds, grasses, and herbs using a parameter-driven simulation of plant
growth and structure. You can "grow" plants over their life cycles, producing lifelike images at any age. You can design,
animate and breed a wide variety of plants. By using the "evolutionary arts" of variation and selection in the plant bre
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Vista, Windows 8, 8.1, Windows Server 2003, Vista, Windows Server 2003 All editions of the Mac OS X Tiger or
later are supported All editions of the Mac OS X Lion or later are supported Minimum of 4 GB RAM 500 MB free disk space
Graphics Card: NVIDIA graphics cards and ATI graphics cards will work, but they are recommended. Also, you must have a
resolution of 1024x768 or higher in order to run this game. Multi-core processors are not recommended. A
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